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Abstract

Recently, conversational agents like Ama-
zon Alexa or Google Assistant are gaining
popularity. This caused the emergence of
cases where users engage in abusive con-
versations towards such agents. We used
data from the Amazon Alexa Challenge
to gather instances of those behaviors and
used these to train and evaluate multiple
detection systems tailored for the domes-
tic domain of casual conversations.

Our evaluation determined that, in our do-
main, a probabilistic model has better ac-
curacy than a classifier using logistic re-
gression. Finally, we extended an exist-
ing conversational agent by integrating our
abuse detection and we employed it to pro-
vide additional abuse mitigation function-
alities. Tests with real users comparing
our extended system to its previous ver-
sion found that our system is able to de-
tect abuse most of the time, and improves
the response capability to such abusive-
ness coming from users.

1 Introduction

In recent years Conversational Agents (CA) have
become more and more integrated in our lives
(Cercas-Curry and Rieser, 2018; Henderson et al.,
2017). They are employed on smart-phones such
as Apple Siri and Google Assistant, and they have
become part of our homes, with tools like Ama-
zon Alexa. They are exposed in millions of inter-
actions everyday, but not all of them are equally
pleasant. When a conversational agent is ad-
dressed with abusive language, it is critical that the
system responds appropriately. Another concern
is that these agents might have a negative impact
on children’s development, especially if they are

not reprimanded for being rude (kid, ). Reeves and
Nass (1996) have shown that people treat comput-
ers just like real people, instead of as artificial enti-
ties. Even going so far as to treating them with the
same biases, for example when it comes to gen-
der. Therefore, they are seen more as a member
of the household than an object or software. As a
result, looking at classical literature on human be-
havior seems like the best indicator to evaluate the
impact of conversational agents.

Huesmann et al. (1984) have shown that aggres-
sive children tend to continue to be more aggres-
sive throughout their life. Leading to higher crime
rates, prevalence of abuse and other undesirable
behavior. They explain this by stating that bully-
ing behavior is reinforced each time it it success-
fully occurs. However, they also show that this
does not occur when countermeasures are taken.
As a result it seems imperative to reprimand bul-
lying behavior in children towards conversational
agents. A similar effect of reducing bullying be-
havior by responding with mild aggression was
shown in (Salmivalli and Nieminen, 2002).

In this study we used Natural Language Under-
standing (NLU) (Bocklisch et al., 2017; Davidson
et al., 2017) techniques to spot abusive behavior
of Amazon users towards Alexa. Furthermore, we
used the system to provide appropriate responses
to such abuse. Finally, we conducted an evalua-
tion with real users. Results show that the sys-
tem integrated with the abuse detection and miti-
gation model we designed is overall preferred by
the users, in comparison to the basic system.

2 Related Work

Abuse in human-computer relationships is a
known phenomena (De Angeli et al., 2005a).
However as shown in the introduction, most of the
early work on it has been qualitative, rather than



quantitative.
That being said, there has been a growing inter-

est in automated hate-speech detection (Schmidt
and Wiegand, 2017) since there is an abundance,
particularly on social media, with several tech-
niques being employed. Most work has moved
away from simply using lexical features, as they
are not sufficient to detect more subtle forms of
hate-speech, and also false positives can be quite
prevalent. The majority of the literature uses vari-
ous machine learning models trained on unigrams
and n-grams extracted from the text (Nobata et al.,
2016; Dinakar et al., 2011; Schmidt and Wiegand,
2017), those are usually classified as ‘surface-
level features’. These usually have good accu-
racy but are keen to produce many false-positives,
due to considering single words (Davidson et al.,
2017). Due to these short comings, recent research
tried to combine these approaches with neural-
computing (Djuric et al., 2015) or move towards
full fledged deep-learning approaches (Founta et
al., 2018).

Schmidt and Wiegand (2017) describe several
other common techniques, such as sentiment anal-
ysis. Sentiment analysis allows to detect negative
sentiment in sentences, so it is useful for abuse
detection, since abuse and negativity are usually
highly correlated. Therefore, sentiment analysis is
an additional feature that can be considered while
detecting abuse in dialogues. Knowledge-base and
meta-information driven approaches seem to in-
creasingly become a necessity to detect certain
types of abuse (Schmidt and Wiegand, 2017).

One thing to note regarding the aforementioned
works is that their datasets are almost all exclu-
sively collected from social media. In fact lack of
available datasets is commonly lamented to limit
work in this field (Schmidt and Wiegand, 2017).

As far as we are aware, not much work has been
done at all on detecting hate-speech in spoken lan-
guage when considering interactions with conver-
sational agents (Cercas-Curry and Rieser, 2018).
Moreover, the focus has usually been on sexual ha-
rassment, instead of abusive behavior in general.

However, profanity detection in the context of
dialogue presents a wide-range of different chal-
lenges, such as automatic speech recognition fail-
ures. Furthermore, the language structure is likely
to be different in domestic verbal conversations
compared to postings on social media (Burnap and
Williams, 2015) and (Kwok and Wang, 2013). So-

cial media users are more likely to be aggressive
and abusive towards other users, rather than in
face-to-face conversations (Burnap and Williams,
2015; Kwok and Wang, 2013). Moreover, mitiga-
tion strategies between social media and human-
robot conversations are more likely to differ. For
example, publicly reprimand a person on the in-
ternet might be more effective than in a one-on-
one dialogue between a human and a system. This
made surface features approaches even more at-
tractive.

3 Methodology

Our approach had five main steps: (1) data anno-
tation, (2) evaluation of different machine learn-
ing approaches, (3) integration of the best method
in the conversational agent, (4) response formula-
tion, and, finally, (5) evaluation of the effective-
ness of our added functionality.

3.1 Data Annotation

For the data annotation task we obtained man-
ual annotations for 1000 utterances. Seven hu-
man judges read and annotated a set of conversa-
tions between anonymous users and Alana on the
Alexa platform. The judges, six males and one
female, are between 24 and 37 years old, with a
background in computer science. In this process,
each human utterance (i.e., we did not annotate
utterances produced by the chat-bot) was consid-
ered in the entire context of the conversation be-
tween the user and the bot. Each judge labeled
the user’s utterance according to our annotation
scheme to identify if the utterance is considered
abusive or clean. All seven judges evaluated the
same set of conversations, and the final label for
each utterance was decided by majority voting of
at least four out of seven judges. Data annotation
happened in two rounds. We first annotated 500
utterances and analyzed the statistics of this first
dataset. Then, informed by these results, we revis-
ited our categorization, re-annotated the first 500
utterances according to the new categories, and
then annotated another 500 utterances. Eventually,
in the final dataset we had 627 clean, 275 offen-
sive, and 105 sexual/hatespeech utterances.

Although the presence of an annotated gold-
standard is essential for this task, there is no stan-
dard annotation scheme in the literature for this
type of detection and this domain. In our work, we
designed the taxonomy presented in Figure 1. This



Figure 1: Initial version of annotation scheme.

categorization is partially inspired by the work of
(Davidson et al., 2017).

The basic categories of the taxonomy are de-
fined as follows:

• Non-Sense: The utterance has no apparent
meaning, possibly as result of an error in the
speech-to-text translation;

• Clean: The utterance does not contain any
abusive intent;

• Offensive: The reply is rude or insulting to-
wards the listener;

• Hatespeech: Speech which insults, humili-
ates or verbally attacks a person or group
based on a personal aspect such as sexual ori-
entation, religious belief, or race.

To speed up the annotation phase and to en-
sure that a minimum amount of abusive utterances
were included in the dataset, we implemented a
pre-annotation screening. In practice, we utilized
a collection of 1034 words from Hatebase1, a vo-
cabulary of keywords identified as derogatory or
offensive, and retrieved from social media con-
versations tagged as hate speech. We also used
the profanity word list that Amazon provided to
the Alexa Challenge competitors. By considering
conversations where at least one of the keywords
appeared, we increased our probability to have a
good amount of abusive language, as well as clean
utterances, since each conversation was composed
by multiple utterances, not all of them abusive.
Our script was designed to also detect exact du-
plicates that were already tagged.

After annotating 500 utterances, we analyzed
the ratio of the four categories. This analysis
showed a huge class imbalance, especially towards
the hatespeech category. In particular, only 1%

1hatebase.org

of the annotated data belonged to the hatespeech
class. We also recognized that we tagged sexual
harassment against the CA as generally offensive.
Since the majority of the insults were sexual, we
decided to separate sexual offense from the gen-
erally offensive utterances, and to combine them
with hatespeech. Furthermore, we decided not to
discriminate between clean and non-sense utter-
ances, since we did not plan to exploit this clas-
sification.

Alana has a female voice, which lead to a lot of
sexual remarks against its female persona. Misog-
yny, that is hate towards women, is considered one
of the main causes of sexual harassment (Pryor
and Whalen, 1997). Given the abundant pres-
ence of sexual harassment among the abusive ut-
terances, we decided to treat them differently in
order to provide a more fitting response. The final
updated taxonomy is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Final annotation scheme.

This scheme was used to define utterances using
the following classification:

• Clean: The utterance does not contain any
abusive intent, or has no apparent meaning ;

• Offensive: The reply is rude or insulting to-
wards the listener, but with no sexual or dis-
criminatory connotation;

• Sexual Harassment/Hatespeech: Speech
which is of an explicit sexual nature, or
insults, humiliates or verbally attacks a
person or group based on a personal aspect
such as sexual orientation, religious belief,
or race.

With this new annotation scheme, we got a more
reasonable distribution between these categories
and felt this gave us useful data to develop our
abuse detector.



3.2 Evaluation of Abuse Detection
Techniques

We considered three different supervised machine
learning approaches for the task of abuse detec-
tion, namely the Davidson hate detection sys-
tem (Davidson et al., 2017), Rasa NLU (Bocklisch
et al., 2017), and a unified deep learning method
for abuse detection (Founta et al., 2018). Unfortu-
nately, our annotated dataset was too small to train
and evaluate the deep learning method, hence we
studied only the work of (Davidson et al., 2017)
and Rasa.

We divided our annotated dataset into three por-
tions, in particular 80% of the dataset was used to
train and test the two models, while the remaining
20% was then used only for validation purposes
(i.e., the models did not have access to this data
during training).

From the work of (Davidson et al., 2017) we
obtained both the code for training the model on
our own data, and also a pre-trained model. We
first evaluated the pre-trained model and analysed
the resulting confusion matrix shown in Figure 3.
In the following we refer to it as D-Pre.

Figure 3: Confusion matrix for Davidson’s pre-
trained model our dataset

The D-Pre model failed to detect 91%
of the sexual harassment/hate-speech instances
which is unsurprising since the original model
from (Davidson et al., 2017) was trained on Twit-
ter data, which did not contain the same skew to-
wards sexually charged abuse, therefore most sex-
ual harassment utterances were classified as sim-
ply offensive.

Given this limitation and also to fully exploit
our dataset, we trained a new model using the code
from (Davidson et al., 2017) with our dialogue
abuse dataset. The new model was trained using

5-fold cross-validation, as done by (Davidson et
al., 2017). The performance of this model is pre-
sented in the confusion matrix shown in Figure 4.
In the following we refer to it as D-Train.

Figure 4: Confusion matrix for the new Davidson
model trained on the dialogue abuse dataset.

Compared to the performance of the model
trained on the Twitter dataset, the one trained with
the Alexa dataset is significantly better, with an
increase of accuracy from just 9% to 76% in the
classification of sexual harassment/hate-speech in-
stances. Although detection of offensive utter-
ances was not ideal, not a single offensive utter-
ance was detected as sexual harassment or hate-
speech. In fact, false positives were rare which, as
mentioned, is extremely important in abuse detec-
tion within dialogue systems as users do not like
receiving false accusations.

We also trained a Rasa model on our dialogue
abuse dataset. Using 10-fold cross-validation we
obtained a highly specialized model for abuse de-
tection. The performance of this model is pre-
sented in the confusion matrix shown in Figure
5. The confusion matrix shows that Rasa is more
prone to false positives, yet as shown below, the
overall performance is comparable to the model
we trained using the work of (Davidson et al.,
2017).

Precision, Recall and F1 scores for the Rasa
classification system and the D-Train classifier, as
shown in Table 1, presented some competing per-
formance.

An important difference between the two is that
the Rasa model provided the same precision but a
higher recall. Moreover, Rasa returns a confidence
score, when classifying the intent of a given text,
which is something that the classification system
from (Davidson et al., 2017) did not provide. The



Figure 5: Confusion matrix for the Rasa model
trained on the dialogue abuse dataset.

System Rasa Davidson
Precision 0.84 0.84
Recall 0.87 0.84
F1 Score 0.86 0.83

Table 1: Comparison of Rasa and Davidson mod-
els once trained with our dialogue abuse dataset.

higher recall and the ability to access this confi-
dence score were the deciding factors between the
two systems. As a matter of fact, the ability to
provide a confidence score is essential for the in-
tegration of our system in the Alana chat-bot, as
explained in the section below.

3.3 System Integration

In the previous section, we observed that Rasa
provided the best performance in term of quality.
Therefore, we implemented a python wrapper for
the trained classifier. The wrapper was enabled to
respond to REST API calls. The model has been
pre-trained using the Rasa utility. To integrate it
within the Alana chatbot, we expanded the chat-
bot code to make use of the wrapper.

Every utterance received by the Alana chatbot is
submitted in parallel to various classification sys-
tems, e.g., News bot, Intro bot, Weather bot, and
Abuse Detection (Papaioannou et al., 2017). Each
one of the bots generates an appropriate response
to the received utterance alongside a respective
confidence score. The response that the Alana bot
will provide to the user is the one with the high-
est confidence score. The responses provided by
our bot are returned only if abuse was detected in
the received utterance. Each response is randomly
picked from a pre-defined set of responses, based

on the categorisation of the received utterance.

4 Response Formulation

When a conversational agent is addressed with
abusive language, it is critical that the system re-
sponds appropriately. Since the robot is replying
to a human, one can apply methodologies that are
commonly used when dealing with bullying. In
particular, (Yoon and Kerber, 2003) talks about
different strategies that elementary teachers adopts
when witnessing bullying between their students.
They report that most of the teachers in the sur-
vey decide to abstain from intervention. However,
when handling a conversational agent, our main
goal would be to mitigate abusiveness while keep-
ing users entertained and willing to keep talking
to the agent. The work lists some other methods
that encourage a conversation, namely ‘peer reso-
lution and ‘report to higher authority. ‘Peer resolu-
tion allows the bullying person to talk about their
problems and the causes of their behavior. This
approach suggests responses like ‘Did you have
a bad day? or ‘Has someone been mean to you
today?. Encouraging a person to talk more about
their personal issues could help with their own
mental health, and potentially prevent more bul-
lying. One of the possible responses that (Gulz
et al., 2011) has explored (following the approach
in (Veletsianos et al., 2008)) deals with letting the
user know that abusive language is not accept-
able. However, in their experience, it resulted to
be ineffective. (Brahnam, 2005) reviews strategies
adopted in systems for teaching employees how to
conduct customer interactions in presence of abu-
sive customers. Usually, the instinct is to use de-
fensive or counterattacking remarks (Bacal, 1998),
but the counter attacking policies studied in (Brah-
nam, 2005) and (Bacal, 1998) have been shown to
be counterproductive, since they cause loss of con-
trol and escalation. Some examples and responses
to abusive dialogues in a rudimentary commercial
conversational agent are also surveyed in (De An-
geli et al., 2005b).

Anecdotal evidence pointed towards different
reasons why people swear against a bot, which
was also explored by other researchers in human-
bot interaction. For example, during annotation
we noted that people either are from a certain age
group, mostly youth, and are trying to have fun or
just curious to see the response of the agent, or, in
other cases, we recorded probably adults cursing



due to the mindlessness of the reply.
Therefore, the response formulated were of four

types:

• Humorous;

• Report to authority;

• Reprimand;

• Question.

Humorous replies aim at easing the conversa-
tion while still addressing the abuse. An exam-
ple reply is ‘May you always have damp socks’.
Report to authority responses, instead, inform the
user that the behavior could be pointed out to a
higher authority, such as the user’s mother, or a
possible moderator of the service. The response
‘Do you want me to send a copy of this conver-
sation to contact: Mum’ is an example of report
to authority responses. Reprimand responses are
similar to the previous, meaning that the user is
asked to refrain from continuing with such abu-
siveness, e.g., ‘Please do not speak to me like
that’. Lastly, responses with questions have the
goal to make the user speak about the cause of
their behavior. For instance, asking ‘Are you hav-
ing a bad day?’ will prompt the user to have some
introspection, and possibly identify the root cause
of their discomfort.

5 Evaluation of Conversational Agent
Improvement

To evaluate our system, we used both intrinsic and
extrinsic methods. For the intrinsic evaluation, we
measured precision and recall as described in the
previous section. To perform an extrinsic evalu-
ation, we designed a user study in order to ob-
tain human judgments comparing the effectiveness
of the Alana chat-bot with the same chat-bot ex-
tended with our detection and mitigation system.

5.1 Extrinsic Evaluation
We decided to use Telegram2, an open-source
messaging application, for our evaluation of the
two systems. Therefore, both bots were accessi-
ble, separately, through the Telegram mobile ap-
plication. This allowed each user to join a con-
versation one-on-one with an automated conver-
sational agent via a messaging application. The
users were not able to distinguish which one of the

2http://telegram.org

two bots had the detection system implemented.
During this conversation, we asked our subjects to
address the agents with strong language (e.g., in-
sults). Specifically, we asked our users to both be
offensive against the agent, but also to use exple-
tives in exclamations without being actually abu-
sive. The systems, on the other hand, were pro-
grammed to never respond with strong language
or abusiveness.

After two different conversations of this kind
(one with each bot), the subjects were then
prompted to fill up a short questionnaire regard-
ing their experience, personal preference, and per-
sonal judgment on the conversations they had.
Such questionnaire included some demographical
questions and detailed queries about their interac-
tion with both conversational agents. Demograph-
ical queries involved the age of the users and the
ID our bots gave them while chatting, this will al-
low us to connect our surveys with the actual con-
versations, while still keeping them anonymous.
Moreover, other questions our users had to re-
spond dealt with the user experience with both
systems. In particular, users were asked whether
the bots detected abuse and provided discourag-
ing responses. In particular, one question regarded
the system detection of false positives. For in-
stance, if the bots replied to some utterances as
if they were offensive, when instead the intent of
the user was not such, we asked the users to re-
port this occasions as false positives. Finally, in
the last three questions we collected the general
user opinions and satisfaction level. The first ques-
tion asked which system response they thought
was particularly good. The second query chal-
lenged users into thinking how they would respond
to abusiveness in a conversation. The last question
asked which bot the user preferred, between the
two bots.

Access to the user study was advertised through
personal emails and also with a link on per-
sonal social media accounts. Besides giving an
overview of the project and explain how to inter-
act with our bots, we made sure to tell our users
they would need to use offensive and strong lan-
guage for this test. A warning for our users was
added, which explained that by clicking to partici-
pate in this study, they would confirm to be at least
18 years old and that they are aware they will need
to use strong language.



5.2 Results

We gathered conversations between 51 distinct
real users and our bots. Results of the evaluation
are presented in Figures 6, 7, 8, and 9. In the chart,
the Alana system without our abuse detection and
mitigation system is called Susie, while the one
extended with our functionality is Mia. Moreover,
we tested for statistically significant results among
our participants using the Mann-Whitney U Test
(Mann and Whitney, 1947). The results of the test
are considered significant if < 0.05. We report
that the Susie chat-bot was equipped with a basic
abuse detection functionality implemented with a
hand-crafted list of rules.

In Figure 6 we see that users reported that our
system was generally effective in detecting abuse.
While for Susie, results were more mixed, with
35% of the users reporting that the system was not
particularly capable. After performing the Mann-
Whitney U test, we obtained a statistically signifi-
cant score of 0.0265.

Figure 6: Did the bots detect your abuse?

Given the poor detection capabilities of the
Susie bot, users also judged the Mia system
more capable in discouraging further abuse (Fig-
ure 7). We tested for significance using the Mann-
Whitney U Test once again. The result was
0.1463, which is not significant, but we believe we
need to run more experiments to see whether our
results are significant.

On the other hand, the Mia bot was more prone
to false positives (Figure 8). This is typical of ma-
chine learning approaches that improve recall at
the expense of precision. To test for false positives
we used the Chi-Squared Test (Pearson, 1900)
with results that are not significant, with a score
of 0.1018.

Nonetheless, the majority of users preferred the

Figure 7: Did the bots discourage further abuse?

Figure 8: When not offending the bots, did they
ever respond as if you had been rude?

Mia bot rather than Susie. Additionally, the mit-
igation strategies that were liked the most are the
humour and the reprimand category. 43% of the
participants that found Mia’s responses really dis-
couraging, said they liked the humorous responses
the most. A good amount (57%) of the partici-
pants that said Mia wasn’t particularly discourag-
ing liked the reprimand responses the most.

Figure 9: Did you prefer Susie or Mia?



6 Conclusion and Future Work

In this work we created a new dataset of manu-
ally annotated utterances that can be used to train
and test abuse detection systems in human-robot
conversations. To this end, we designed an anno-
tation scheme to label non-abusive and abusive hu-
man utterances, in particular, discriminating gen-
eral offense from sexual abuse and hate speech.
We’ve manually annotated ∼1000 utterances with
agreement of 70%, and we’ve evaluated existing
approaches that deal with abuse detection. We
then chose the approach that would best suit our
purposes, and we’ve trained it on our own data.
Furthermore, we’ve integrated our model in the
main Alana chat-bot. Moreover, we’ve formulated
four different mitigation strategies with appropri-
ate responses, and we evaluated our system with
more than 50 different real users. Results show
that users significantly preferred our system with
abuse detection and mitigation over the one with-
out these features.

As a natural extension of this work, we plan to
extend the data annotation, to study different ma-
chine learning approaches, and improve our mit-
igation strategies. In particular, we also consid-
ered to create an ensemble model of the Rasa
and (Davidson et al., 2017) systems. With an
additional dataset we can also imagine to test in
the future the classification system proposed by
(Founta et al., 2018) and a word2vec approach,
e.g., (Bojanowski et al., 2016). Finally, the mit-
igation strategies need some work on understand-
ing which category of answers, among the four we
designed, works best for the received utterance.
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